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Vampire kisses magna

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliate Lisa Fotios/Pexels since Bram Stocker introduced the dracula world, blood-watching immortals have been the subject of numerous novels, movies and, now, manga. From gothic jams and grim horror to suspenseful modern mysteries and goofy codes, the Shoa'o, the shonan and the manga
winemaker offer the night's amazing bats, blood, fangs and creatures that make vampire fans pass out. Author: Matsuri HinoPublisher: Shojo Beat Manga/VIZ Media The Cross Academy offers an exceptional curriculum for two very different types of students: day classes for humans and night classes for aristocratic vampires. As the
principal's adopted son, Yuki kroos is one of the few human students who knows about the secret of school classmates tonight. While Yuki discovers blood ties over time, resentment, romances and rivalries between the various vampire clans, she soon finds herself in a disturbing love triangle that may cost her humanity. Author, artist:
Kohta HiranoPublisher: Dark Horse When supernatural powers threaten the Queen and Country, the Royal Order of the Protestant Knights, also the Organization of Hell, are at the forefront. Their secret weapon? Alocard, a powerful and vibrant immortal vampire who can shoot, kill and harm his enemies effectively in cold blood. As he
fights the Catholic Church, the Nazis and other vampires, Alocard takes no prisoners as he leaves behind a trail of carnage. Author, artist: Akihisa IkedaPublished: Shonen Jump Advanced Manga/VIZ Media Tsukune failed all his high school entrance exams, so he gets to the only school that got him, Yukai Academy. The catch is that a
Yukai means monster and Yukai Academy is a high school for vampires, demons, werewolves. Tsukuna is the first and only human student to be enrolled there. But his luck seems to turn around when a enough classmate falls in love with Toucona almost immediately - mainly because Mocha is a vampire and she thinks his blood tastes
positively good. Mocha's not easy. When her cross, or Rosario, is torn from her tomb, Mocha's true power and rage are unleashed. Author and artist: Jonah KagesakiPublishing: TokyoPop Karin is a no-man in a family of vampires. While her vile older brother seduces and feeds on the blood of beautiful girls, Karin is an upside-down
vampire: she gives back blood to everyone she bites. The other weird twist? Karin's inscitations give luck and vitality to her victims. Once a month, Karin has extra blood. If she doesn't find a victim to give her blood, it spills out of her nose... Which is being pretty embarrassing. When classmate Konta sees her blood donate to a drunken
businessman one night, he immediately jumps to the wrong conclusion. It just gets more complicated when Karin finds herself strangely drawn to Canton. Author : Darren Takahiro AraiPublisher: Yin press Darren and Steve are best friends to share a fascination with monsters. Then a visit to an extraordinary circus and an encounter with a
mysterious vampire forces them to make heartbreaking choices that buy their lives in strange and terrifying ways. This manga adaptation of Darren Shan's best-selling supernatural novels was originally published in Japan in Shonen Sunday magazine of Sugarocan. Author: Stephanie MeyerArtist: Young KimPublisher: Yen Press This
story of a human girl who falls in love with a handsome classmate who happens to be a vampire has sold millions of books and movie tickets all over the world. Now Korean Manhwa artist Yang Kim has brought bella and Edward's story to life in a graphic novel, full of dark drama, romance and, yes, sparkling. Author: Sonau
Yoshidharthist: Kiyo KyujoPublisher: TokyoPop When the Earth's population grew too large for one planet to manage, humans tried to colonize Mars. What began this event was the rise of two vampire super-races and an apocalyptic war between humans and the living dead even 900 years later. On one side is Methoshalah, a species of
bloods sucking and extremely powerful alien vampires. On the other side is the Vatican and its secret weapon Abel Knightrod, an immortal Crosnik who feeds on The blood of Methusah. When the two forces collide, the political intrigue combines with science fiction and fantasy into an epic story with Byzantine twists and fibers. Author:
Hideyuki KikuchiArtist: Saiko TakakiPublish: Digital Manga Publishing In a World Destroyed by Armageddon A long time ago, vampires are aristocrats, scientists, and rulers of the world. As humans re-awaken as a force to be reckoned with in this bleak world and vampire rule is fading, their thirst for human blood remains. In this bleak,
corrupt world is quite, half vampire, half man who belongs to no world. It has the unique combination of power, magical power, elegant wisdom, enchanted beauty that makes it the ultimate vampire hunter. Author: Ahsoka Katsura, production I.G./AniplexArtist: Ahsoka KaturaPublish: Dark Horse Manga Saya Otonashi looks like a regular
high school student. She's athletic, she tends to overdraft over women, and she has a healthy appetite. She has a lot of friends and an adoptive family who adores her. But Sia can't remember her life a year or two ago. And there's a good reason for that. Sia is almost immortal and has a special talent: her blood can kill europtrans, a fierce
breed of bat-like creatures that feed on human blood. Both the Japanese and U.S. governments are very interested in its talent. Author, artist: Bisco Hatoripublish: Shojo Beat Manga / VIZ Media From the creator of the Oran High School Host Club comes an extraordinary romance between a human girl and a disapproved vampire. Chiuki
Matsuoka was With a weak heart, and her doctors say she doesn't have much time to live. Toya is an 18-year-old vampire who hates blood. By refusing to eat or partner with a human being, Touya was sentenced to die as well. But if Toya and Chiuki exchange blood, they can both live another thousand years. Can a dying young girl
teach an immortal child the value and joy of life? Author, artist: Kazuko FurumiyaPublished: TokyoPop Kiyo is a poor but hardworking high school student who inherits a large but weak mansion from her grandmother, along with two accomplices who happen to be vampires. To make things even more erbing, one of them is determined to
make her his bride. Koroboshi is a sensitive soul who is more likely to wither than suck blood without his girlfriend's permission. But this is where the resemblance ends, because a bloody kiss is more like a goofy comedy than an immersive novel. Author: Christopher The Artist: AnzuPublisher: Del Rey Manga Giancarlo is a handsome and
wealthy loner who returns everyone he meets. But this mysterious nobleman lives in a modern metropolis with his ancient secret: he is a vampire and eternity is his, as long as he continues to eat from human blood. But when Giancarlo meets Jenny, his heart is mixed, and he tries to mend his vampire ways. It won't be easy when a series
of gruesome murders terrorizes the city, and a detective is convinced Giancarlo is the prime suspect. Author: Alan SchreiberArtist: remPublisher: TokyoPop With her black hair, dark makeup, skull accessories, and blacker black clothing, Raven is your gothic girl in a high school garden variety. Her classmates at Dolcesville High School
tease her, but very few can make up Raven now that she's found her dream man: Alexander Sterling, a handsome, sensitive guy who happens to be a vampire. Aside from their pure no-night social life, Raven and Alexander's romance seems to be going well - until Alexander's half-human, half-vampire cousin, Claude, comes to town and
brings in a bunch of troublemakers to stir things up. Author, artist: Nana ChronoPublish: TokyoPop meet Johnny Rayflo, a handsome, devil who might care about a vampire with hair just got out of bed and naked bedroom eyes. He's rich, he lives in a big house, and he's got a team of robot maids serving and protecting him. When cyber
vampire hunter Charlie Chrishounds visits, he unleashes an arsenal of swords and explosives on the Ryflo house. At the end of the bloody screenza, Charlie is impaled with a dozen swords, but the two still kiss and make up - or rather, make out. Author, artist: Kou Sasakura is based on a video game from TokyoPop inspired by the video
game series Castlevania from Konami, Castlevania: The Curse of Darkness centers around Lord Dracula, a war between humanity and an army of demons, and the evil undead led by the Vampire Lord of Romania. Author, Artist: Cheika CMX Manga from the creator of Yurara and Animal Night comes another story of Doggo-flavored
horror and tension with a touch of romance. The only survivor of a vicious vampire attack who claimed that her entire high school squad, Kun herself, is now a vampire. With Fuui, a vampire crow speaking alongside her, Canon swears the cause of her revenge as she seeks Rod, the vampire master, and the source of her immortal
powers. Author, artist: Li Su-youngPublished: TokyoPop Jae is an asyring artist from Korea studying her craft in Europe. When her roommate brings home a strange man she met at a bar, then leaves him with Jay to sleep off his drunkenness, Jay just pulls it off as one of those things that happens when you're young, carefree, and away
from home. When he sleeps, she can't help but be detested from his otherworldly appearance and begins sketching, using her new guest as her model/muse. But this beautiful, beautiful man is more than just a random hunk than a bar. Michael's a vampire. One bite leads to another, and before Jai knows it, she's deeply immersed with
this mysterious man and his equally mysterious past. Author, artist: Makoto TatenoPublished: Digital Manga Publishing from the creator of the yellow manga yaoi classic comes from a gothic story of two mysterious brothers who are much more than they seem. Raven-haired Mika is too beautiful and elegant to be another high school
student. Her brother, Aru, comes home, but he's eye-catching. For an occasional observer, the brothers can search for angels who came from heaven. But this travel couple never stays in one place for long for a reason. As immortals who crave human blood, they must hunt and feed secretly, and then move when humans suspect their
true identity and ultimate secret. Author and artist: Kay ToumePublished: TokyoPop Since his mother's death, Kazuna has been living the normal life of a high school student. But when his long-lost sister Chizuna reappeads, Kazuna learns of a terrifying family secret. He discovers that Ella was transferred to him and his sister from his
mother's side of the family. Both brothers are cursed with a blood disease that makes them crave human blood and flesh - making them, in fact, vampires. Author: Q ShirodairaArtist: Yuri KimuraPublish: VIZ Media In a long time past, Vampire King Akabara Rosered Strauss ruled over a kingdom of vampires that existed along with
humans. But when his vampire queen went on a rampage as a result of madness, it was sealed under a gum seal. Since then, Strauss has searched the world on a seemingly endless quest to find his lost queen. But his journey is a little harder than it looks. To prevent Strauss from finding his queen and re-awakening her, the forces
opposed to Strauss created an enemy that rolled over without time: the Black Swan. It A warrior woman who rolled over and over again to fight the Aylori King. Author, Artist: Akira ToriyamaPublish: Shonen Jump Manga VIZ Media from the creator of Dragon Ball, Dragon Ball Z, and Der Shepal comes one appealing story about Paifu,
vampire/were a child koala, his friend Jose Ghost, and their lives in a village filled with all kinds of suburban monsters, demons, and demons. When an epidemic of monster flu hits their hometown, it's up to Paife and predicts to recruit Mr. Maruyama, a retired wrestler to go on a trip to get medication to save their friends and families from
this deadly disease. Author: Sherilyn Kenynbart: Claudia CamposPublish: Griffin of St. Martin is based on the best-selling supernatural novels by Sherilyn Kenyon, The Dark Hunters presents Kyrian manga readers. This is an immortal being who was once a general in ancient Macedonia, but now roams at night as a vampire hunter. The
terribly handsome Kryrian lived, loved and betrayed in the past, but finds himself hopelessly drawn to Amanda Devereau. She's an accountant who has the distinction of being the only ordinary member of a tribe that toys with the supernatural. Natural.
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